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Color in Double Stars
From The Deep Sky Observer, Issue 116 (April 1999); the Quarterly Journal of The Webb Society. Used with
permission.
An article by Richard Harshaw
In 1987, I purchased a Celestron C-8. This was my fourth telescope (my first being a 60mm refractor on an altazimuth mount I bought when I was 12, the second a 4.25-inch reflector on an equatorial mount at age 16, the
third a 60mm refractor on an equatorial mount at age 27). Being used to smaller apertures, I was not quite ready
for the wealth of material now available to me. Therefore, I decided to build an observing database to help me
log and systematically do an observing program that is still ongoing.
My database is stored in Microsoft’s Access and now contains over 8,000 observations of everything from single
stars that I thought were particularly stunning in the view to a quasar (3C273). Since I now live only 10 miles
(16 kin) from downtown Kansas City, Missouri (a city graced with about 500 megawatts of high pressure
sodium lighting!), my observing program has changed over the last 7 years. I no longer have the joy of chasing
faint galaxies and difficult nebulae and planetaries. I have instead concentrated on what is easily visible from my
foggy skies, namely star clusters and double stars. (My database lists 370 open clusters, 78 globulars, and over
6,000 double stars.)
The construction of the C-8 makes using a filar micrometer virtually impossible (especially as the primary
mirror moves to achieve focus and thus the field size can vary however slightly depending on the focus and
ocular used), so I have not been able to do any pair measurement. I do own an illuminated reticule that is of
some value, but I have had to content myself with observations of colors, contrasts, and tests of resolving power
with varying sky conditions. (I have pushed my C-8 to its Dawes limit of 0.57” with a clean split of Rho Cap,
currently listed as slightly under 0.5” and STF 1863, STF 3056, Burnham 69, Burnham 180, and 24 Aqr, all
listed as 0.6”.)
In pursuing the issue of color, I have built a list of over 150 pairs that exhibit either striking color contrasts,
strong colors in one or more of the stars, or odd colors in one or more of the stars. This article will present that
list. Color in stars is a subtle thing most of the time. There are, of course, some well-known exceptions to this
rule, such as ruddy Betelgeuse and bluish-white Rigel. But most of the time, the colors are very pale. That stars
should exhibit different colors is not surprising as a star’s color is a function of its surface temperature, and stars
show a wide range of surface temperatures. What can be surprising, however, is the contrast in color of two or
more stars that comprise a system. For instance, consider Albireo (Beta Cygni). Here we have a bright golden
star (the A star) and a fairly bright deep blue star (B). From stellar physics, we should assume that the B star is
the hotter of the two, and since it is considerably fainter, it must be much smaller than A. The question that
always crosses my mind as I view such a contrasting pair at the eyepiece is what sort of physics is at work here?
Both stars are (we assume) of the same age. So how did two stars of such different masses form from the
parental cloud of gas and dust? How have these masses affected the evolution of the pair? Although both are of
the same age, is one “more advanced” along the H-R diagram than the other?
Another interesting point about star colors is the report that they may change with time. We have the case, for
instance, of Sirius. A large number of classical writers (such as Horace, Cicero, Ptolemy and Seneca) wrote of
Sirius as being of a reddish color. Extensive research by a number of historians leads us to believe that this is no
fluke — that Sirius was, indeed, redder two millennia ago than today. Since the companion is so hot, it must just
have left its red giant phase. Could it be that this is what gave Sirius its ruddy appearance only 2,000 years ago?
(A major problem with this hypothesis is that stellar theory predicts at least 100,000 years for a star to evolve
from a red giant to a white dwarf, not a mere 2,000.)
Could there have been a mass transfer mechanism that altered the stellar chemistry here, as in the case of Capella
A and Capella A’? Could this explain the ruddy color of Sirius 2,000 years ago and yet why it appears as a
normal Main Sequence star accompanied by a white dwarf today?
In reading the table that follows, the reader needs to understand my database “shorthand.” The first column, R, is
a personal rating system I use to describe the visual effect in the eyepiece. It is a subjective scale ranging from 1
(superb!) to 5 (hardly worth the effort), and was developed to help me generate an observing list of stunning
objects whenever I entertain visitors at my scope. The Id column is the pair’s identity. When possible, I use the
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Greek or Flamsteed system; otherwise, I have tried to list the pair by the earliest known observer’s catalog
designation.
The Position column gives the position for Equinox 2000.0. The Mag column contains the magnitude for each
star in the system. Sep is the separation in arc seconds. A plus sign (+) means the pair is currently widening; a
minus (-) indicates decreasing distance; and no change since discovery is indicated by “nc”. PA is the position
angle. Again, a plus (+) means the PA is increasing; minus (-) means decreasing; and nc means “no change”.
Yr is the most recent year of measurements that I have available. Many of these come from the Webb Society’s
own Double Star Section Reports and volume 1 of our 8-volume library.
Spec is the spectroscopic class of the star. (It is amazing here to see how many different classes for the same star
one can find as one scans the literature!)
Colors are the colors as I saw them. I realize that people have different perceptions of color, as well as the fact
that the atmospheric conditions at the time of observation can play a major role in the color one perceives in a
star, so I would not take the colors listed as absolutely or universally true! I have also discovered that color
shows up better in smaller apertures. Larger telescopes gather more light, but also tend to over stimulate the
cones so that colors become more and more “pastel” in nature. You may find it useful to build an off-axis
aperture mask for your ‘scope if it is of large aperture. This will reduce the amount of light you pick up, but
should help increase the color sensation you’ll see.
The color code follows the old “Roy G Biv” acronym (red, orange, yellow, green, blue, indigo, violet), with the
addition of D for gold and L for lilac. I use a lower-case “p” for pale. In addition, two letters indicate a
combination with the major color component capitalized. Thus bW would be read as ‘bluish-white” and p0 as
“pale orange”. Finally, as you’ll see in the table, a strong color is shown with a single exclamation point (!) and
very strong colors with two points (!!). Questionable colors are shown with one or two question marks (?, ??).
Odd or elusive colors are shown with ?! or !?, depending on which struck me more — the color or the
elusiveness. A “pec” means the color is very peculiar (and therefore may not actually be the color I am showing).
The Dist and Lum columns show the approximate distance in light years (if known, and sometimes by
spectrographic analysis and not parallax) and the resulting luminosity in solar units.
Following some listings are comments about what I observed. A reference to a “diffraction mask” means I used a
hexagonal mask over my C-8’s objective, similar to the one described on pages 15-17 of Volume 1 of the Webb
Society Deep-Sky Observer’s Handbook: Double Stars.
I would be interested in hearing from others their reports of rich color in double stars, either of any on this list or
others.
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